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Problem Statement

Young Professionals, Shy Singles, and Music Enthusiasts 
need a way to network and communicate privately before 
concerts, because it is too hard to meet new people once 
you are at a concert already, and individuals (especially 
single women) don’t always feel comfortable attending 
concerts alone.



Hypothesis
We believe that connecting single ticket holders and small groups 
before a concert to allow networking and the option to join an inclusive 
table of other concert goers, will create a more delightful event 
experience for concert attendees and increase ticket sales to single 
users, increase the number of tables booked at local restaurants, and 
allow for bands to connect with their fans, offer local discounts or 
suggest local restaurants, etc…

We will know this to be true when we see: 
1) More single ticket purchases by singles and groups  
2) Pre-concert Networking taking place online  
3) Inclusive table reservations taking place online through the app



Research Plan

Research Goals  
Explore the behavior of ticket buyers online, find out what apps 
they use to purchase tickets, who they attend with and how they 
find people to attend with. Find out if they would use a service to 
connect with other ticket buyers before the concert.

Method
10 User Interviews were conducted with men and women, ages 
30-55. 6 via Google Survey, 1 by phone/FB, 3 by social media 
(email, Linked, Twitter)



User Research Synthesis

User Goals & Motivations
" Connect fans with other fans before 

concerts
" Connect groups with other groups 

before concerts (ie… Scottish 
Bands)

" Improve concert user experience 
for singles and those interesting in 
networking by allowing meetups at 
nearby restaurants 

Problems & Pain points
" Privacy concert for some, 

especially single women
" Need to use all social media 

channels, not just Facebook
" Some people don’t use Facebook 

or any social media, so goal is to 
connect them through the ticket 
buying process (web or app)
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Competitive Analysis

Bandsintown

Bandsintown only allows users to 
see their Facebook friends, so this 
is a limited way of connecting with 
others. They do have the ability to 
view ALL RSVPS to the concert. 
They could potentially go and find 
them on Facebook on their own.

Ticketmaster

There is absolutely no way to 
network with others via 
Ticketmaster. No one liked the way 
Ticketmaster times you to complete 
your purchase, or how they charge 
you extra fees.

Eventbrite

Eventbrite only connects to 
Facebook friends as well.

None of these apps allowed for joining a table to meet other ticket holders. Although Meetup and AirBnB allow ways for 
users to facilitate a meet up, it’s not for every concert. The app or plugin should work for every concert.



User Flow
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Information Architecture



User Flow, Bandsintown (First Pass)

Much of the interface is there already in Bandsintown. They show ticket buyers faces from Facebook only though. What they 
need to add is a way to actually group concert goers into “Chat Groups” based on whether they would like to meet others with 
similar interests that are going to the same show, meet for dinner or drinks with a group.



Paper Prototype

Key Screen 01
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Features for MVP
Chat Rooms for Groups

Each Group should also be able to talk 
with each other together so it is a 
community chat, where the privacy 
concerns are alleviated. It’s easier to meet 
people in groups.

Table of Inclusion - “Table for 8”

Add feature to show group has 3 of 8 
people, or 5 spaces left.

Add to Wallet, Pay for Table

“Add to Wallet” or Venmo should be 
added. Table reservation should probably 
take a credit card to make sure guests 
show up. Should have a cancellation 
policy and ability to cancel reservation.

Groups need to be Added

Real categories of bands and interested 
need to be added. I only used placeholder 
lists for this prototype.



High Fidelity Prototype
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Next Steps

• Connect to Twitter or other direct messaging app
• Connect to Open Table to allow for table reservations
• Hire a programmer to build this. Create it as a plug-in or 

app that parses ticket purchasing data across all 
Ticketing Applications, like Stubblr. Allow it to be 
installed into all Ticketing Applications during the final 
purchasing screen.


